
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

My father left them at breakfast together, and went out to meat the pig, and
do a __________ morning jobs of that sort.
1.

(few/odd)

_______________ instances might be given, but these will suffice.2.
(many/similar)

There are no hard blues, no _____________ flesh-tints, no black shadows.3.
(red/coarse)

It was diverting to see the airs he gave himself on the strength of his
_______________ dignity, his gun, and uniform, and night duty on the shore.
4.

(military/new)

Of the _________________ women of the sixteenth century, mention may
be made of two who have left little or no work of importance, but who are
interesting on account of the peculiar form of their activity.

5.

(literary/other)

Then he got up and walked towards a __________________ palace which
he saw gleaming in the distance.
6.

(beautiful/white)

But it was as if they both had taken a bite of the ______________ fruit.7.
(bitter/same)

And there are ________________ flaws in the plan.8. (other/serious)

Warm compassion seized upon the tender- ________________ widow,
and her own eyes grew dim.
9.

(young/hearted)

This was reversing the old practice, and saved ________________ lives.10.
(many/innocent)

With these words she opened the window and threw the
______________ beast out, and he fell on the ground as dead as a stone.
11.

(poor/little)

A short man with a ________________ necktie raised his hand.12.
(bright/yellow)
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It was half filled with substances of some kind, which at first looked like
_____________ stones.
13.

(grey/large)

The remainder of the day was passed in the ________________ tedium
and suspense.
14.

(same/dreadful)

And, indeed, it is remarkable, that so many writers, setting out from so
_________________ premises, yet meet all in the same conclusions.
15.

(different/many)

Their greatest delight was to be together, and so that they might get a
____________ talk, they went one evening for a walk in the wood.
16.

(long/good)

I hope that many of you will recognize some traits of your
______________ teachers scattered through various parts of the land in the
picture I have drawn.

17.

(special/own)

You are so ______________ boys in a school.18. (little/like)

Just the type of books that delight and fascinate the _____________ girls
of the present day who are between the ages of eight and fourteen years.
19.

(wide/awake)

Her _______________ existence became a chain of fears, but the
kind-hearted woman loved her children too tenderly to permit them to see it.
20.

(whole/mental)
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